Case Study: Blue Skies, Ghana and Egypt
A multi-award winning company
providing fresh fruit, juices and ice
creams, Blue Skies manage two
LEAF Producer Groups, one in
Ghana and one in Egypt. Their
focus on sustainable,
environmentally sound food
production and Joint Effort
Enterprise (JEE) - which consists of
inclusive, socially equal and profitable business - enables Blue Skies to be
innovative and profitable during times of volatility and within a highly competitive
market.
The Blue Skies Producer Groups have been LEAF Marque certified since 2008,
originally at the request of Waitrose. Now, Blue Skies continues using LEAF
Marque certification as its values complement their company’s philosophy.
Stephan Morris, Group Technical Manager at Blue Skies, said:
“We wanted to do it. And we did do it. We put a lot of resources into it and we
succeeded. And we were very pleased to be the first option 2 group of farms
[LEAF Producer Group] anywhere, not just abroad, including the UK, to be
LEAF [Marque] certified in the world.”

Considering the company’s stance on sustainability and environmental protection,
it is hard to disentangle the benefits of LEAF Marque certification and the
principles of Integrated Farm Management underpinning it, from the ethos of the
company itself. Both have similar aims and complement each other.
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Improving efficiencies
Using a holistic view of farm management has helped Blue Skies to look at ways to
reduce the use of fossil fuels and make energy efficiency savings, through for
example, the use of Solar Panels. However, Stephan highlighted the complexities
of using Solar Panels in Ghana due to the vastly different structure of electricity
provision.
“During the day you would want to sell excess electricity to the grid
[produced by the solar panels] as you would make more than you would use,
and then you would want to take electricity from the grid at night… However,
you can’t do that in Ghana as there is no facility to sell electricity to the
electricity generating companies.”

Despite research being carried out into their implementation, these operational
differences restrict Solar Panels from being a viable solution for improving energy
efficiency, at present. LEAF Marque certification is all about encouraging an ethos
of continual improvement and Blue Skies are investigating alternative strategies to
utilise ‘natural’ sources of energy.

Reusing by-products
Blue Skies seek to protect and
improve their soils through the
production of organic compost at
their own compost generating
sites. These sites receive all the raw
waste materials from the farms,
which are then turned into organic
compost, and returned to the
farms, nurturing the soils. This is
one of many ways Blue Skies reuse
and reduce waste from their sites.
Blue Skies provide supermarkets with cut fruit and this process results in excess
fruit which does not meet supermarket specifications. This is turned into fruit
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juices, which received the 2014 Ghana Made Award for being the ‘Best 100%
Natural Juice’, recognising the brand as the leading fresh juice brand in Ghana.
Additionally, the remaining coconut juice is used to make three varieties of
coconut ice creams, now available at Waitrose. There are also further ideas for
using the coconuts to make coconut flour for pastries.
Blue Skies are currently pursuing the idea of using AD processes to make biogas,
demonstrating their commitment to reducing reliance on fossil fuels and reduction
of waste. Joyce from Blue Skies, explained that:

“If we are successful, we are a complete system and nothing is wasted… we do
not want to worry the environment, we want to make everything efficient and
sustainable”

Enhancing biodiversity
Blue Skies require that their farms leave around 40-50% of farmland uncultivated in
order to protect the biodiversity and landscape within their sites, going above and
beyond the current LEAF Marque requirement of 5%. The vast environmental
differences between Egypt, Ghana and the UK mean that biodiversity cannot be
measured using the same criteria, and there must be an understanding of the
specific environments in question. For example,
“in Ghana you haven’t got an agricultural landscape. You have an
environment covered in primary forest, and there are patches of agriculture
that occur in those underdeveloped areas. So where the pineapple farm ends,
the jungle begins”

This demonstrates the different challenges in conserving biodiversity abroad.
Stephan believes this could be a great area for future improvements of the LEAF
Marque Standard.
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Community engagement
Stephan is an active member of LEAF’s Technical
Advisory Committee which brings together expertise
from stakeholders within the industry, to advise on
the continual development of the LEAF Marque
Standard. He said this opportunity provided a
number of social benefits, through meeting other
businesses, sharing ideas and exploring different
technical perspectives around assurance standards.
Additionally, implementing the LEAF Marque
Standard overseas lead to Blue Skies developing
closer contact with farmers.
Central to the Blue Skies approach is their commitment to community
engagement, implemented through the Blue Skies Foundation - a partnership with
Waitrose and Albert Heijn, a Dutch supermarket brand. Since 2009, over £1 million
has been invested into over 70 projects.
“One of our first projects was the construction of a toilet in a community
where there were five deaths a year from Cholera. This was because people
were going into the jungle to defecate. And when it rained that all came back
into the village… since the toilet [was built] no one has died of Cholera…
that’s life or death. We exist with the communities, we rely on them for our
raw materials, and so we have an interest in ensuring that living conditions
are improved”

“The way that it is managed is the crucial thing. You cannot just give money
and walk away… for example, we gave money to a community to build a
classroom and it wasn’t building contractors, it was the community
themselves… who built it with the money. And these kinds of projects have
been very successful; we are very proud of it and very pleased with the
outcome.”
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Projects are identified, often by the communities themselves and then they are
checked for their validity, suitability and sustainability. Projects have included the
construction of classrooms, fire stations, clinics and the provision of computer
equipment. Stephan believes that the project selection and management by the
Blue Skies Foundation, is far more beneficial than other forms of financial or
structural aid witnessed in the areas, which often becomes quickly disused.
The impact of Blue Skies business on the environment and local community,
demonstrates the benefits of a holistic farm management system. It is clear that
Blue Skies’ ethos directly aligns with LEAF’s mission “To inspire and enable
sustainable farming that is prosperous, enriches the environment and engages local
communities”.
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